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the sound expander software, available for both pc and mac, is designed to help users achieve
maximum sound quality from any v-synth instrument. it is easy to use and can be downloaded for

free from roland’s website. with the free software, users can easily listen to, explore, program, mix,
and even audition and render the sounds of their choice. the roland cr-78 is an upcoming electric
guitar designed by strings & bows. the first instrument in the synth series cr-series, it features a

modern aesthetic and sleek details to help users find their creativity and passion in music. the cr-78
has 45 notes in five strings, an innovative concept to help a guitarist with the six string guitar, and of
course, the guitar's signature sound. at a programming level, omnisphere is a native vst/au plugin,
but it can also work as a stand-alone program when launching from within a daw. it has the same

simple user interface as its counterparts, the premium sample library, omnisphere 2.6, also featuring
new compact hardware integration, the omnisphere 2.6 software features all the standard features

you have come to expect in a synth, such as a wysiwyg user interface, onboard rig and performance
software, generic lfos, and a vast library of sampled instruments. all of the menus are designed to be
intuitive and accessible for novice to advanced users. the software comes bundled with what i like to
refer to as a “monster-of-a-synth”. you can mix, sort, and layer sounds to create an awesome synth.

expanding the sound library, it also comes with a highly-customizable software synth,
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